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PRESS RELEASE 

FONTAINEBLEAU, 27TH APRIL 2024 

 

CSI 5* OF THE PRINTEMPS DES SPORTS EQUESTRES: 
AND DEUSSER MAKES IT TWO WINS IN ROW! 

 
Having already won yesterday's major class, Germany's Daniel Deusser took first place once 
again today in the Prix Communauté d'agglomération du Pays de Fontainebleau at the Grand 
Parquet, this time riding his experienced stallion Scuderia 1918 Tobago Z. And, just like 
yesterday, the French riders narrowly missed out on a place on the podium in this major test 
of the day; the best-ranked French rider was Kevin Staut, with Beau de Laubry Z, who finished 
fourth, behind Ireland's Mark McAuley on Destinées de Vains in third place and Colombia's 
René Lopez Lizarazo, who finished second with Londina. 
 

The reaction from Daniel Deusser (GER) after his win: 
"Like Killer Queen yesterday, Scuderia 1918 Tobago Z has been jumping in smaller events recently. 
But in a class like this, with a second round that includes a half-turn before a vertical, you need to be 
able to rely on all the experience of a mature horse. I'm obviously delighted with today's result. It's 
the biggest event Tobago has taken part in over recent weeks and it's very encouraging to see him 
come out on top. He's sixteen now, so I'm going to choose exactly which events we'll compete in 
together, but if he continues to perform like today and he stays healthy, anything is possible. I'll just 
take it week by week and hope he stays in this kind of form. I'm really happy to have Tobago in my 
group of horses, although I can't hide the fact that I'm also really happy with other horses, such as 
Gangster v/h Noddevelt and Otello de Guldenboom, who I was really pleased with in Mexico and 
Miami. So, at the moment, I have four horses for the big events, which means I have a great line-up. 
Not to mention two young horses that may need another year or two, but which are also looking 
good."   
 
 
 

See all the results here 
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https://results.worldsporttiming.com/event/189

